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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2009080581A1] A fire detecting system (16) and method serves for early detection of fire. The system is of the kind comprising a first
radiation sensitive semi-conductor (22a, 35a) for measuring a first radiation intensity at a first wavelength and emitted from an area susceptible of
fire and creating a first output signal representing the first radiation intensity and at least one second radiation sensitive semi-conductor (22b, 22c,
35b, 35c) for measuring at least one second radiation intensity at at least one second wavelength and emitted from the area susceptible of fire and
creating a second output signal representing the second radiation intensity. The fire detecting system (16) comprises, that the first radiation sensitive
semi-conductor (22a, 35a) and the at least one second radiation sensitive semi-conductor (22b, 22c, 35b, 35c) are arranged in a predefined pattern,
that the fire detecting system (16) has means for converting the first output signal into a first temperature indicating signal and the at least second
output signal to at least one second temperature indicating signal, processor means for comparing the first temperature indicating signal with the at
least second temperature indicating signal, serving as a control for the first temperature indication signal, a database (21) including ignitibility data of
materials on a susceptible fire target, and compare means for comparing the temperature indication signals with the database.
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